Abstract-Development of skilled robotics draws clues from model-based theories of human motor control. Thus, a comprehensive anthropomorphic background is given in the introductory part of the paper. Skills in robotics are viewed as a tool for fast and efficient real-time control that can handle complexity and nonlinearity of robots, generally aiming at robot autonomy. Particularly, a skill of redundancy resolution is addressed through skill representation problem based on Function Approximator. The task of the robot is approximated by a set of parameterized motion primitives. Adopted parameters are also parameters of the function approximator, i.e., skill used. Redundancy is resolved during skill learning based on available expert knowledge, yielding parameterized joint motions. Approximation procedure-Successive Approximations, a major contribution of the paper, is used for batch compilation of parameterized examples resulting in a parameterized skill model. Such skill enables a user inexpert in redundancy resolution to gain benefits from redundant robots. All properties of the Successive Approximations procedure such as accuracy in interpolation and extrapolation, acceleration in redundancy resolution and upgrading to new skill regarding the task variation, will be discussed in the example of five Degrees-of-Freedom planar redundant robot, performing parameterized ellipse as motion primitive.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N SPITE of the fact that robots are one of the human's most advanced products, still a great number of them are nothing but machines. Conventional design constrains their application to deterministic tasks. They are notoriously difficult to use, completely depending on human experts. New branches of robot applications such as space, service, medical, underwater and hazardous robotics, are expected to ensure the vitality of robotics tightly integrating humans in robot technology. Development of such robot demands redesign of mechanics, actuation and sensor subsystems, and development of new control strategies. To become capable of versatile and diverse reaction, which is typical for human, autonomous and dexterous robots, should be kinematically redundant [93] , meaning that it has more joints available for motion than is necessary for the task. This fact results in great enlargement of the solution space of robot tasks, imposing a new question: how to choose the best solution? The redundancy makes the inverse kinematics (IK) problem-a computation of joint trajectories given the robot tip's trajectory [20] , [112] , ill-posed, hence more difficult. Conventional solutions of ill-posed problems generally require huge amounts of computations, which is, in real-time, still expensive. Besides, the complexity of these techniques is usually beyond the knowledge of most robot programmers. Thus, the control problem of redundant robot should be stated as in humans: use training and learning instead of pure computation. One, rather popular, way of overcoming these difficulties is with machine learning techniques, that solves the redundancy resolution (RR) problem by modeling of inverse kinematics functions regarding the task. These model-based approaches to RR problem suffice off-line tasks of small variety. In real-time and in the case of diversified tasks, the enormous number of such models makes a model-based approach inefficient. Parametric Function Approximators (FA) that reduce the model size and computational efforts often alleviates this situation. Such an approach to redundancy resolution is strongly supported by human motor control theories [11] , [55] , [103] , [119] . Typically, human engages model-based control in execution of limb motion. The models are mostly learned through practice over specified tasks. Hence, the design of robot control system based on strong functional similarities with human motor control theories, can lead to improved robot performance, realizable even on moderate control hardware. As it is an effective framework for development of human-like behavior it further improves human-robot cooperation.
We try to find a solution in the form of a parametric model robust to task variations. A very useful paradigm originating from animal observations [11] , leads to the taxonomy of robot structures and their movements regarding specific task. This taxonomy partitions high dimensional solution space, constraining the solution [98] to models that, concatenated or blended, match an arbitrary task. These models and their functional coordination remain to be detected and realized. The functional ratio of activity and interacting of models is, like in humans, termed synergy [11] . Knowledge acquired by learning of models or synergy can be termed skill. Besides resolving the redundancy, we also intend to apply skills in robotics to improve autonomy, flexibility, and robustness to modeling errors and task variation or task uncertainty. Generally, skills make a nonexpert user capable of drawing full benefit from the new robot technology. The keystone that determines both skill learning and skilled control is the choice of skill representation method. Particularly, if the skill is extracted from human demonstration, it could be an efficient tool for fully cooperative human-robot interaction.
The choice of redundancy resolution technique strongly depends on the task characteristics and robotcapabilities. Regarding the analogy with human motor control, the approach to robot RR should be guided by the fact that human motor control is represented in the form of internal models [3] , [14] , [39] , [59] , [84] , [111] , [116] , [120] , [121] . These models result in accurate and smooth, skilled human motions, disburdening the cerebellum of direct involvement in control. A functional relationship among joints in a redundant robot, i.e., a model of joint behavior during the specific task, should be designed analogously to the motor control organization of a human limbs, where both, joint models as parametric FAs and hierarchically structured synergistic organization of joint models are learned. Hereafter, a skill-based RR is intended neither to improve preciseness of already used RR techniques nor to pursue the best available solution of the RR problem. Instead, we provide a way of considerable acceleration of RR and reduced models size by means of skills as generalized expert solutions on parameterized examples. On the account of the fact that the skill is knowledge of how the robot should perform the task, it can be regarded as an interface between the operator and the robot. In such a way, the end-user does not encounter the RR problem at all but concentrating on the task covered by the skill gets the same performance as an expert. Two major issues are addressable by the skill-based RR. In the case of long term industrial tasks of welding, deburring, palletizing, or assembly, skills will be devoted to carefully selected task primitives. To manage task or environment variations, the primitives are parameterized. The parameters are generally related to the task variations, such as: position of starting and terminating points of the path, position of the obstacles that determine a feasible path, tool orientation, etc. The robot can be purchased with a built-in upgrade to the control language, autonomous in RR along primitives specified in the task. The other issue concerns robot application in tasks where trajectories are not predictable. Then, the solution lays in approximation of the trajectory that is issued by a set of parameterized motion primitives. The parameters are usually defined by affine transformations: scaling, translation, and rotation. Parameterized primitive is associated to resolved redundancy, which gives parameterized joint motion that, generalized, gives the skill. Such skills should be as general as possible, reusable and open to refining. Finally, in the both issues of skill-based RR, a proper set of skill parameters (SP) that, applied on motion primitives, is selected at higher control level. Skill output along parameterized paths should accelerate RR by using simplified but accurate model instead of cumbersome computations typical for conventional algorithms. Based on these premises, the concept of skill-based RR in robotics is intended to achieve human like efficiency and autonomy.
The essence of this paper is a new, universal, global and parametric function approximator termed successive approximations (SA) [24] , [25] , a recurrent procedure of the least squares fitting [49] , [80] , [99] . It performs fitting of coefficients obtained from the preceding fitting polynomials. We discuss its applicability to the generalization among parameterized examples of resolved redundancy, substituting a computation of inverse kinematics to a topological mapping of a certain set of parameters that, associated with the skill, result in approximated joint motions regarding the task. This approach is universal, hence applicable to other issues such as: joint torque's or control signals, even on controller gains, leading to their efficient models that enable easier and cheaper robot usage. However, if the problem imposes causality, such as inverse dynamics learning, the benefits of proposed representation tool is constrained to some extent, in comparison to the skill-based RR elaborated in the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a brief summarization of human motor learning in the view of model-oriented theories. The characteristics of the internal models are cited and functional organization of human motor control is explained, providing a background for robot skills as models of the robot interacting with the world. The third section starts with a survey of skill-based approaches to robotics. Specifically, skill-based resolution of redundancy is discussed in light of the skill representation. Other skill-related subjects, such as example generation, learning algorithms, and skill refinement are briefly referenced. The fourth section widely elaborates the idea of parametric skill-based RR. Main problems are noticed and discussed in details. Particularly, the Section IV-A provides essential contribution to the paper, establishing formalism of SA to the skill representation. Finally, thorough analysis of the SA procedure is elaborated in the example of skill learning of a planar, redundant five degree-of-freedom (DoF) robot. The motion primitive is an ellipse, parameterized into two-dimensional (2-D) space. The learned skill shows as an effective tool for fast, accurate, and robust way of RR.
II. MOTOR LEARNING ESSENTIALS
Let us briefly introduce basics of human motor learning theories in the light of skill-based redundancy resolution problem. The motion skills are generally distinguished between open and closed loop skills. Open loop skills are subjected to unpredictable environments, producing fast and imprecise movements without external sensory feedback in motion. On the contrary, closed loop skills, related to predictable environments, use the sensor information producing slow but accurate movements. A hierarchically organized control structure handles most of the details of learning and action, embodying the high-level open loop and low-level closed-loop functioning. During practice, a human builds up a comprehensive model of limbs interacting the world in the form of permanent representation in the brain-the motor program [1] , [2] , [11] , that shapes further motor performance. It results in well-profiled, smooth movements, with fewer discontinuities, while joint motions are decoupled. With some exceptions, practically all motor control theories have models, as generalizatons of learning examples, underlying motor learning and control processes [3] , [11] , [14] , [16] , [39] , [43] , [50] , [57] , [59] , [73] , [84] , [97] , [100] , [103] , [111] , [116] , [121] , [120] . A parametric generalization of motor programs results in a generalized motor program [73] , [103] , which, associated by desired values of parameters can vary its response. The overall duration parameter, the overall force parameter and a muscle selection parameter arethree experimentally confirmed parameters, or the human motor programs [103] . Besides these, task-centered spatio-temporal parameters of generalized motor program are also encountered. The evidence of internal models is experimentally verified to be a result mainly of: examples generalization, performance adaptation to similar tasks, and scaling up to a new task by upgrading with new models [57] , [110] , [111] . An important property of the model is its adaptation to changed environments [111] , which explains human adaptation learning. The other property, possibility toupgrade,alongwithgeneralizationoverasetofspatio-temporal parameters, enables formation of a skill as a generalized model that manages a variety of motions within certain state-space. Besides all noted benefits, internal models help overcoming slow visual and proprioceptive feedback by shaping the state of the muscles and tendons in forthcoming movement.
An underlying task of human motor control theories is a planar reaching task with redundancy resolution as primary objective. The redundancy-"intrinsic, extensive and important property of living beings" [87] is particularly evidenced in a human arm. It is an ultimate tool for managing task diversity and uncertainty, fast and dexterous motions, fatigue, etc. There are evidences that the cerebellum plans arm trajectories in external coordinates [11] , while gathering sensor information of the current state of limbs and projected state in a forthcoming task, prior to the actual execution. It is followed by formulation of joint commands in premotor zones of the spinal gray, which transforms motion from extrinsic to intrinsic coordinates. The motor program is independent of the muscle space. Note that the task space is usually of low dimensionality but the sensor or action spaces are not, which results in redundant mapping. This redundancy leads to serious ill-posed problem. Usually, humans engage synergies, a learned constraining procedures that organize muscles in common activation groups, that mild the ill-posed RR problem. However, like in humans, robot control system should primarily resolve the RR problem by choosing a proper inverse kinematics function on the basis of starting and target position.
The main issue in human motor skill theory, besides experimental verification of the hypotheses, is discovering a representation tool that could fit all of the experiments performed. Computational aspects of human skill modeling [15] , [56] , [100] , [119] have great impact in building an intelligent robot controller, providing a better human-robot cooperation. It follows model learning by suitable parametric function approximators. This framework takes the skill as an approximator that represents real process given by examples. The approximators used in human motor skill modeling are distinguished between global and local ones. However, neither one can resolve all of the skill requirements cited in human motor theory. Local approximators suffice in skill adaptation but cannot resolve extrapolation and impose a serious memory problem in tasks of even moderate complexity. Oppositely, global approximators can provide extrapolation and reduced memory requirements, but their refinement is tedious. Therefore, we contribute global, parametric function approximator, easy for training and tuning. It provides all of the features evidenced in human skill modeling. In robotics, it will enable easy robot programming and accurate RR efficient for real-time applications.
III. CONCEPT OF SKILLS IN ROBOTICS
Skilled robots are often confused with cleverly designed machines, exceptionally suited for some particular task. As a rule, the more dexterous an unskilled robot is in one task, the more incompetent it is in others. The idea of building a skilled robot is to acquire some basics of knowledge, a kind of building blocks that, organized in different ways, increases autonomy and dexterity, overcomes modeling errors and handles task variations. The skilled robot should be capable of accommodation to new tasks autonomously addressing acquired skills. Besides skillbased RR problem only, which will be discussed in Section IV, we will briefly survey origin of skills in robotics and their applications in motion control.
Albus [1] , introduced skill in robotics by a concept of sensory interactive robot control, based on the theory of brain structure and function in motor control. Its basic structure consists of bottom-up "sensory processing hierarchy," coupled to a top-down "goal decomposition hierarchy" via a world model at each level. Sensory feedback variables and control objectives are transformed into motion control, using a table look-up module, within the framework of goal decomposition hierarchy.
Since then, skills have been gradually becoming a part of intelligent robot controller, mostly due to development of the theory of neural networks (NN). Considerable growth is noticed in early nineties by researchers that applied skills in industrial robotics as a way of augmenting standard robot controllers. The deterministic tasks of high repetitiveness, accuracy and low dimensionality, such as assembly, cutting, deburring, polishing, drilling, etc., appear to be a very suitable for skill applications. The performance in such tasks is very limited by conventional (linear) robot controllers. Model-based control [5] requires cumbersome mathematical definition of the task, making deployment of a controller too expensive. Such a situation justifies the use of nonconventional skill-based control methods. Hence, training the robot, i.e., learning its control function over specific action, adapts the controller to fit those tasks. Arimoto's iterative learning control method [7] is identified as an adequate tool for resolving cited problems. However, this method results in a single model for a single task and is not considered as skilled. A step further is learning variations of the task, which integrates task-level knowledge into the skill.
Skills in robotics should be distinguished between open and closed loop skills, similar to human motor control. Closed loop skills are basically models in the form of sensorimotor transformations. Adding a nonlinear behavior to the linear robot controller, closed loop skills overpower their inherent causality, and enable high-quality control usually beating the human in accuracy and speed. Skills of this form contribute to decreased direct human engagement in robot control and tuning. Reported results on skills in industrial robotics comprise: improving accuracy of standard robot controllers [81] , managing different nonlinear control problems, such as high-speed motion control [82] , friction and backlash reduction [47] , overcoming modeling errors by kinematic or dynamic parameter identification [71] . Some typical industrial tasks that could be solved based on skills are assembly [8] , [12] , [45] , [46] , [52] , [90] , deburring [77] , and cutting [108] . Skills are often met in telerobotics [51] , [78] , [125] , providing autonomous execution that relieves the operator from difficult control tasks, due to significant time delays. Similar to the skill concept there is shared autonomy, [51] , [53] , where intelligence is distributed between man and machine, integrating symbolical task description, and model-based type of control. In assembly problems, shared autonomy conception is usually related to sensorimotor primitives [88] , [90] , [91] as parameterized, domain-general task-level commands which can be applied in different skills. Sensorimotor primitives can also be applied on visually driven grasping [109] . Following the same idea, Kaiser et al. have set up a consistent definition of the closed loop skills [61] , [68] . They have proposed a hierarchy made of a skill model and an elemental operation (EO), realized through a direct coupling between the robot's sensors and actuators. Skill models are defined analogously to the EO but constrained to the constant control strategy case. Practically, the individual skill, regarding one actuator, can be implemented by means of a single function approximator. Performance of a certain task invokes a set of EOs, where each EO may consist of several individual skills.
The other domains of skill application in robotics are found in tasks of high diversity, where learning domain is highly dimensional. Typical tasks found here are on-line path planning, dexterous manipulation and navigation. The system should pursuits solutions to high dimensional problems, such as local and global planning, recognition, and problem solving. Sensor feedback is often delayed due to large amount of processing data like in visual control, or due to long distances, like in space robotics. In addition, sensor feedback could be weak and unreliable. Compared to humans, a modern robot is the one who lags in these tasks. The up to date robot control system does not have potentials, or uses it in a wrong way when processing the huge amount of data necessary to perform complex tasks. This kind of robot applications has far more justification for skill application compared to industrial robotics. The solution of these problems should be found in skills obtained from generalization of examples demonstrated by human expert. Generally, batch-type function approximators are applied leading to open-loop skills. Lee and Chen [78] , [79] extracted open-loop skills from human motion planning examples by discovering feasible sequences of transitions through self-organizing data clusters, finding an optimal one that drives from current to the goal state. Skill defined in this way is independent of the initial and goal situations. Other researchers applied skills in motion planning of industrial robots [12] , [34] - [37] , [47] , [60] , [63] , [106] , [108] , [113] , [124] . Hasegawa et al. [54] combined manipulation skills with a model of the environment to overcome inaccuracies in model-based robot control system that degrade performance in high quality assembly. The skill is a task-related motion primitive, addressable by position or force readings. Three typical skills evidenced from the task: contact achieving, alignment, and insertion, significantly facilitate programming of the assembly task. Liu and Asada [76] , [77] represent a skill as a map from the process parameter space of the given task to the control actions used to accomplish the task, demonstrated by a human operator.
A key issue in this paper, redundancy resolution, also belongs to problems solvable by an open-loop skill. Skill based solution to the RR problem basically constraints the solution set to the chosen path primitives, parameterizable on the set of skill parameters. Path primitives could be human-demonstrated in the case of complex tasks or, in simpler tasks, the primitives could be chosen from a set of standard primitives like segment and arc. The skill finds inverse kinematics function in a faster way, but sufficiently accurate, enabling robot planner to approximate requested path by a concatenation of parameterized path primitive. This results in two sets: appropriate path primitives set and skill parameters set. Chosen path primitive determines the skill and associated SPs induce the proper skill output that resolves the redundancy. This issue will be discussed in the Section IV.
A. Robot Skill Technology
The concept of skills embodies five important topics: skill representation, example generation, learning algorithm, skill refinement, and skill application. The skill representation issue is an essential one. As the topic of this paper we will from now on concentrate on it and just shortly mention the others.
Skill acquisition starts with an example generation phase. The examples could be supplied to the robot's control system in many ways, depending on the nature of the task and learning algorithm adopted. Examples set should contain as much realistic information as possible to maximize the effect of learning. In addition, it should be of minimized dimension to reduce learning effort.
Concerning the problem of skill-based RR, the most appealing strategy is using a batch example generation as long as it gains skill quality. This kind of example generation may be twofold: analytical, when possible, or extracted from human demonstration. Such guided example generation mostly suffices in simplified tasks. Of course, we should carefully choose examples in order to maximize the quality of the skill. In some cases, when the costs of example generation are high, the more versatile means of example generation should be performed. For example, intelligent experimentation [106] based on guided fill-in table suffices a complex throwing task. In realistic tasks, skill should be captured directly from human demonstration via two paradigms: programming by demonstration (PbD) [10] , [31] , [34] , [35] , [62] , [66] , [72] and programming by watching [69] , [78] . Delson and West [34] , [35] improved method of robot PbD, where human-generated trajectories are refined, learned, and used in robot programming. After that, controller guides examples generation by itself, which results in skill refinement. Naturally, the representation of the skill must support an incremental learning algorithm. In remainder of the paper, we supposed that the examples are generated analytically, containing sufficient information regarding the task. The issue of skill refinement by active example generation, as the keystone for real-world skill application is omitted since it does not belong to the topic under discussion.
Learning algorithms are very important in the skill acquisition process. The choice of learning method is strongly influenced by the nature of tasks, available sensor system and the skill representation tool. Learning algorithms can be unsupervised or supervised depending on whether they are autonomous or not. Supervised learning algorithms assume full or partial information about the task from the "teacher". Oppositely, autonomous learning is the essential property of unsupervised methods. As a rule, unsupervised algorithms are much slower in learning, especially in high-dimensional tasks.
Generally, supervised learning algorithms are batch procedures, while unsupervised ones could be both batch or incremental, improving the skill as new learning example arrives. The simplest learning paradigm is the direct model learning in the form of an optimization of a nonlinear function. Regarding the nature of the model, i.e., local versus global, or parametric versus memory based, appropriate function approximator is used. The choice of function approximator, the complexity of the task and available domain knowledge influence the selection of the optimization algorithm. In the case of simplified tasks, we can easily guide the learning process and even the simplest direct model-learning algorithm can be a good choice.
Modeling of redundancy resolution could be achieved by means of simple SA-procedure as direct modeling, assuming the task is decomposed and reduced to parameterized primitives in the workspace. This enables very fast and efficient skill learning. However, the skill quality is limited by human comprehension of the task. Migrating to the real world, incremental nature of the skill overwhelms other desirable properties imposing the need for very robust learning algorithms. Then, distal supervised learning, a goal-directed approach proposed by Jordan and Rumelhart [57] , can be engaged in resolving redundant mapping. Other learning techniques, suitable for autonomous and incremental learning, are Reinforcement Learning [18] and -learning [118] algorithms. Though they perform well in some robotic applications, they are usually too slow and require too many trials, to be implemented for real-time learning.
Most learning procedures discussed a task decomposition that reduces the dimensionality of a learning space is postulated [13] , [37] , [42] , [54] , [107] , [104] , [124] . Besides it facilitates learning, task decomposition helps in managing different tasks via re-use and blending of learned skills. Again, these properties are mainly determined by the skill representation adopted. There are several guidelines regarding algorithms suitable for RR learning. First, domain knowledge is an essential starting point. It is hard to believe that there is an algorithm capable of RR learning from scratch across whole workspace. Therefore, RR learning should start supervised, on reusable primitives. It could be organized off-line, SA procedure [25] that modifies standard least mean squares. Starting from the model of RR, the controller should go on with incremental, on-line learning along with every new task imposed. Hereby reported SA procedure should be modified to response incremental learning requests. In the remainder, we discuss approximation procedure only, through supervised, batch, direct model learning procedure.
B. Skill Representation
The skill representation problem is referred as a fundamental in skill-based robot control. It determines the choice of learning algorithm, and the mode of example generation. Skill representation is mostly shaped by the nature of task. In this subsection, we survey methods useful for robot skill representation in the light of the properties evidenced in biological internal models.
Usually, robot skills could be acquired in task space, joint space, and controller's parameter space. The behavior of the robot in a specific task could be observed in all of the spaces. Nevertheless, one should choose the space of minimum dimension, which enables smooth mappings to be generalized. In the RR learning it is the joint space. Throughout this paper skill is comprehended as a model of the robot interacting the world. Since the robot is of consistent architecture, a change in the task exclusively influences the selection of skill. Dealing with complex tasks requires exhaustive estimation of all possible situations that the robot could face in the future. Similarity forms between them must be carefully estimated, and considered as potential task parameters. Assuming correlation between the task and skill, task parameters should be considered as skill parameters.
Skills could be represented in two ways: by mathematical formalism of robot's kinematics, dynamics or control, or by symbolical form of specific expert rules. Mathematical formalism invokes regression or optimization and brings to numerical models of skill as a nonlinear FA. Skill models are distinguished between parametric and nonparametric, as well as, local or global. Local, memory-based, nonparametric function approximator, used in task-level skill learning, could not provide general, robust and reusable solutions, as required by skill definition. One of the frequently used local FAs for skill representation is cerebellar model arithmetic computer (CMAC). The CMAC [1] , [6] is a table look-up method for reproducing functions with multiple input and output variables over particular regions of state space. CMAC could be used to reproduce the relationship between available sensory feedback parameters and system command parameters over convex regions of the system state space [85] , rather than being trained to generate signals required in following the particular trajectory. Benefits of CMAC modeling are: fast and simple operation, efficient interpolation leading to global optimum and superposition over input space, and continuous output, very important property of a skilled robot controller. In path planning tasks, Eldracher [38] considered robot configuration as a continuous valued receptive field of CMAC input to directly connect nodes of a collision-free graph. Miller et al. [89] controlled a robot using CMAC on fast, feed-forward torque computation. In mobile robotics, Young and Shiah [124] applied CMAC to tune representation parameters of robot's fuzzy controller. In such a way, dimensionality of learning space is reduced since the number of fuzzy rules follows the variations of the task. Serious drawbacks are massive memory requirement for practical application and its off-line nature (compilation, followed by prediction in the next control cycle), and a very coarse knowledge representation. In addition, the CMAC output is very sensitive to sensor noise.
Other local FAs that are applied in similar problems are associative memories [9] , statistical locally weighted regression [4] , [22] , or kd-trees [86] . Very suitable local function approximator used in human skill modeling, radial basis function (RBF) NN, is proposed by Poggio and Girosi [100] . Being universal and biologically plausible approximators, with NN-like interpretation, and with simple interpretation of smooth look-up table, RBFNN emerges as an appropriate tool for both, human and robot skill representation. They are also implemented in approximation of robot inverse kinematics function [83] , [114] . How-ever, the local nature of their output mitigates the extrapolation of skills and imposes serious problems in high-dimensional tasks. Besides, the same amount of smoothness is imposed on different regions of the learning domain.
Bearing in mind that we deal with trajectory generation of redundant robots, we point out global approximators as ultimate tools for skill learning. Some global FAs used in skill learning are: multilayer perceptrons (MLP), polynomial neural networks, fuzzy approximators, hidden Markov models and the SA procedure. The latter is the solution elaborated in this paper.
Neural networks are prevalent in skill representation. Various neural networks have been applied in modeling robot control as FA. The MLP trained by a backpropagation algorithm has been widely used in learning of inverse kinematics [67] , [96] , [102] , [115] , [75] . Although MLPs are mostly engaged in robot skill learning they have several drawbacks: tedious tuning of structure and weights, huge number of learning examples, weak extrapolation, and, if time-delay weight elements are not used, nonanalytical output. Also, they are sensitive to local minima. Some of the drawbacks could be overcome by increasing the time spent in learning. time delay NNs (TDNN), a variant of MLPs trained by backpropagation, are suitable for scaling and translation of spatio-temporal input patterns. Compared to other kinds of NNs, TDNNs are more difficult to tune but simplify implementation of domain knowledge. Kaiser et al. [58] proposed and experimentally evaluated a procedure of TDNN synthesis, leading to a quality comparable to a PID regulator. Polynomial NNs, specifically group method of data handling (GMDH), is a self-guided incremental algorithm that starts from simple polynomials and proceeds to more and more complex ones. It requires a small number of learning examples. GMDH behaves well in direct kinematics mapping. Though applied in learning of mapping joint space to Cartesian space and vice-versa [23] , GMDH NN behaves unsatisfactory in the case of redundancy and in the vicinity of singularities. Based on GMDH, Shibata et al. [108] modeled the performance of skilled operators, along with fuzzy extraction of important factors from a numerical data set. The other, more serious, problem is that GMDH is a heuristic method, thus the found solution is not necessarily optimal. Specifically in inverse kinematics learning, Chen and McAulay [23] used GMDH NN. To reduce the learning effort, a "mixture of experts" has often been practiced, meaning that one NN, as one controller, covers one robot configuration (elbow down/up, etc.). Also, it is common to use one NN per joint.
Similar conclusion stands for fuzzy approximators [12] , [122] , [124] . They result in a similar quality of models, requiring fewer examples, but with larger training time. Like NNs, fuzzy approximators also enable on-line refinement of the model, essential for real-world skills. Fuzzy approximators easily provide analytical output, in the form of smoothed piecewise approximators, unlike NNs with sigmoidal activation functions that accumulate the output of all nodes. Hence, a fuzzy approximator usually does not over generalize like NN does [74] . In addition, it facilitates implementation of domain knowledge by means of rules understandable to human operator.
The hidden Markov models (HMM) [52] , [94] , [95] , [123] , [125] are sometimes applied for discovering a skill from observed human data. It is easy to train and to incorporate the domain knowledge, opposite to NNs. However, HMM regards specific patterns of the task that should be chosen before skill learning. It is primarily an off-line learning process. Lange and Hirzinger, [81] and [82] , derived the model in the form of linear decoupled impulse response functions for each joint. Estimation of unknown elements is performed by recursive Kalman filters, which can take into account the variance of noise. It reduces computational effort and accelerates the convergence. This model is used to improve positional and tracking performance of the controller.
Normalized motions based on concept of unit motions [113] and control polygons are also applied in approximation of the robot's free motion. However, it could not resolve trajectoryfollowing problems and is limited to a linearized model of the robot.
Another interesting approach is proposed by Kawamura and Fukao [63] . Though not explicitly related, they solved a typical skill-based problem-control by spatial and temporal interpolation of torque patterns of the parameterized task. They also promote a concept of interpolating the constrained motion case [64] . The general shortcoming is that the interpolated solution depends on the Jacobian inverse. In addition, this interpolation is only valid for a very narrow region of workspace. Finally, it is not clear how to apply the procedure to the control of redundant robots.
To conclude, skill representation and learning in robotics can be approached as a mixture of analogies with human skills. The analogy of robot skill with human [111] , mostly regards organizational issues as well as learning procedures engaged. Primarily, skill should be task centered, not robot centered. To facilitate skill learning, its representation should be of parametric nature. It provides comprehension of complex, similar tasks based on the set of learned skills. This reduces learning space dimensionality to the number of skill parameters. Parametric skill representation should provide interpolation and, to some extent, brace the extrapolation of learning examples. In addition, the nature of representation method should suppress noises, often contained in learning examples. Particularly, in the case of RR problem, where the learning examples are smooth functions, skill output should be analytical in nature. Skill representation should be open for blending toward complex skills. It should support refinement to handle time-varying skills as well as on-line learning procedures. Skill representation should be capable of producing output of completely different nature than it has been learned.
IV. SKILL-BASED REDUNDANCY RESOLUTION
As discussed in Section II, the problem of RR is split into two sub problems: path planning and trajectory generation. Therefore, skill in RR should be made of two skills: planning skill and trajectory generation skill. The problem of path planning is beyond the scope of this paper and it will be assumed that feasible path in workspace is already found. According to the previous discussion, skills could be applied on RR in two ways. First, in deterministic tasks of small variation, the task is divided on the set of task-general primitives, reusable in task vari-ations. Second, in unpredictable tasks, the skills are built on universal motion primitives chosen among some elemental paths: rectilinear segments and arcs. Such skills are domain general. Since the scope of this paper is the representation of skills, the choice of the task is irrelevant. Consequently, we can focus on domain-general skills to clarify the contribution of the paper.
The skill taken as function approximator enables arbitrary method of RR to be applied in generation of learning examples. Therefore, we will shortly elaborate the approaches of RR that could be used in this problem. Particularly, we will discuss only approaches already related with learning techniques. A detailed survey and taxonomy on this issue could be found in [33] . They distinguished approaches to RR between direct and indirect methods [33] , [93] . Indirect methods like Jacobian pseudoinverse [65] , global optimization of a cost function, gradient descent methods and task augmentation, resolve the redundancy as secondary effect, by numerical solving of a differential equation. All of them are computationally expensive thus unsuitable for real-time control. On the contrary, direct methods, for example see [19] and [33] , pursue inverse kinematics functions explicitly, exploiting global topological knowledge of the robot and the task. The inverse kinematics is not a function over the entire workspace [117] , but is a composition of the functions connected via singular points [32] . Being difficult and expensive to find, inverse kinematics functions could be obtained by Neural Networks modeling, by generalization of examples from resolved RR. Inverse kinematics solution is obtained by inverse addressing of models. One typical procedure appropriate in learning of RR is with self-organizing maps [92] , [102] . Once redundancy is resolved at training time by specifying the method of redundant DOF usage, it cannot be changed during the task execution. Hence, obstacles or singularities encountered after training could not be avoided [70] . Finally, most of such solutions do not support fragmental re-usage of the skill. So, the quality of learned inverse kinematics function depends essentially on the examples used.
We intend to use a simple direct learning of inverse kinematics leaning on the advantages of the SA method in skill representation. Specifically, advantages such as: extrapolation and fragmental addressing, resulting in re-usability of the RR skill, enables application of direct learning in finding a proper inverse kinematics function regarding the task. A natural approach to build an open-loop domain general skill should start by dividing the workspace into regions of different size, tiles. In accordance to human skilled motion control, it is logical to choose that the tile could be passed through a constrained set of motion primitives. They are distinguished between first and second order curves, i.e., segments and arcs, in the workspace, similarly to human in reaching task, which is based on rectilinear segments in planar case, or second order curves in Cartesian space [55] . Limited number of ways running the tile must be extended in order to enable more diversified performance of the robot. It is achieved by parameterization on the set of skill parameters. In this particular case of skill-based RR, the SPs are chosen to be affine transformations of motion primitives. Besides improving variety of the robot motions, these parameters enable reduction of size of RR skills. Motion planning is brought down to concatenation of parameterized primitives that approximate requested path [42] . Hereafter, we suppose that the path-planning problem has been already resolved, leaving only a trajectory generation problem. Due to deterministic nature of primitives, arbitrary optimization procedures could be used in generation of RR examples. Being a generalization of optimized motions, the skill produces joint motions with inherent optimization criterion that resolves the redundancy in a much faster way. Hence, skill-based RR becomes promising candidate for real-time purposes. Solutions of skill-based inverse kinematics are reported in several papers, say [23] , [37] , [70] , [83] , [114] . Also, there are some results on skill-based inverse kinematics of intrinsically redundant robots [27] , [60] , [108] , or robot hands [17] , [40] , [41] . One such procedure is elaborated in next two subsections.
A. Redundancy Resolution by Domain-General Skills
We restrict the discussion on skill representation to an arbitrary tile in dexterous workspace of robot. A set of motion primitives belonging the tile is defined as (1) where subsets referring arcs and rectilinear segments are defined (2) The path of the robot tip along motion primitive (MP) is defined with (3) where is the position vector of the robot's tip, and defines its orientation.
Since every new path requires a new skill and overall size of models becomes enormous. A solution, often used in intelligent robot control, is to break down the path into a set of parameterized motion primitives [13] , [37] , [40] , [42] , [47] , [54] , [60] , [88] , [104] , [105] , [107] , [124] . The description of the path becomes a function of certain parameters, spatial or temporal, that determines the fashion of primitive's performance. It enlarges the number of possible ways of tip motion, and reduces estimated size of the model at the same time. Bearing in mind that the skill-based RR draws its origins from human motor control, we take a terminology common to motor control theory. Hence, these parameters are termed skill parameters. Skill-based parameterization applied to the motion primitive can be given in the form of operators. An operator , applied on a motion primitive (4) defines a variation of the based on the parameter , i.e., associated skill parameter value. In the case that the task can be defined by affine transformations, i.e., scaling, translation or rotation, the operator should be defined by well-known linear matrix operators as summarized in [113] . Otherwise, the task should be defined as a linear combination of task primitives [63] , [64] . The ways of motion primitive parameterization, though very important, is of no relevance to the skill representation method that is the topical discussion. Therefore, we take affine transformations as skill parameters. Skill parameters are discrete functions, defined with lower and upper limits, , on equidistant values that determine number of learning examples (5) The limits and locate skill learning domain to the part of robot workspace, where parameterized learning examples are located. The SPs can be combined by a composition of operators " " which results in a complex path where (6) where is total number of skill parameters. The set of parameterized motion primitives, , represents learning examples. The number of ways running across the learning domain is and could be enormous even in simple cases. After generalization of the motion primitive on each of skill parameters, the domain is continuously represented, meaning that its every point can be addressed by associating the value of SP. Thus, every point of the workspace is represented, given the motion primitive, by corresponding SP value and index determined by path function. This representation of workspace is context-dependent on the parameterized trajectory used as learning examples and the robot can start the motion from a very limited set of states, going only along generalized motion primitive as used in learning. Such skill representation is limited and should be adapted to represent RR along arbitrary paths. The solution should address an arbitrary point of parameterized motion primitives as a starting point, and an arbitrary point as terminating point. In other words, it should support random addressing. If it is achieved and all necessary properties of function approximator (parametric, global, and analytical) are maintained, the quality of skill representation is significantly improved. This issue is discussed in detail in papers [28] , [29] , where the RR skill on rotation-parameterized segments is successfully applied on RR along a rosette belonging to the learning domain. To cover the whole workspace uniformly, skill-based RR must be augmented by a smooth transition procedure based on filtering or blending of joint motions that belongs to adjacent tiles. This smooth transition will be embraced by extrapolation property of underlying function approximator.
Issued procedure of RR skill learning, depicted in Fig. 1 , is strictly supervised. The training procedure covers example generation in joint space based on chosen RR method and compilation over parameterized joint motions-, for joint , given the set of motion primitives and SPs. Parameterization is done by a function of SPs, denoted . The compilation is based on SAs procedure [24] , [25] , discussed in Section IV-B. The results are parameterized models, i.e., skills, on the set of skill parameters, . Each skill is responsible for one motion primitive. Every single point along the path, associated with a value of SPs, contains information on inverse kinematics resolution. Obtained inverse kinematics functions embody all the optimization procedures used in the learning process.
Skill-based RR on the path request (solid gray line shown in Fig. 2) is performed in the following way. On the requested path, a planner evaluates a set of knots that breaks down the path to the set of subpaths, so that each subpath belongs to one of tiles covered by a RR skill. Afterward, within each tile, one of the motion primitives is chosen. A set of SPs, forming a function , (4) , is determined to transform the motion primitive so it matches the subpath. In other words, the planner module evaluates the path and finds the best approximation based on learned skills, which is a kind of "trajectory language" defined by motion primitives as syntax and SPs as semantics. These two items, motion primitive , and associated function , are used in addressing the RR skill. The RR skill then yields joint motions. Remind that learning examples contain information of how to resolve the redundancy, i.e., to optimize cost function, so the resulting skill-based approximation of joint motions will be optimal in the same fashion. Hence, the approximation of the path by concatenated motion primitives, results in a concatenated approximations of joint motions, optimal in the same way as learning examples are. The approximated joint motions are shown in Fig. 2 , with discontinuities in the path knots. It is the consequence of the fact that the position of robot's tip could be achieved in many different ways if the robot is redundant. Bearing in mind that requested robot motions should be as smooth as possible, meaning that two close external positions (input data to the skill) should result in two close joint positions (output data of the skill), it is not a favorable situation. It could be managed by filtering the discontinuity [28] , or by activating self-motions procedures of pose recovery. However, this problem goes beyond the scope of this paper. In the next subsection we will elaborate the essence of this paper-mathematical formalism of the Successive Approximations procedure applied on generalization of joint motions.
B. SA Procedure for Redundancy Resolution
As discussed, we start learning on already generated examples of RR, along parameterized task. Due to the nature of the SA procedure, the complexity of the RR technique does not influence the size of the skill, i.e., learned RR model, nor the computation of the skill output. Hence, even globally optimal procedures, unsuitable for on-line control, could be applied on primitives in order to resolve the redundancy.
Temporal interpretation of motion primitive an elementary trajectory (ET),
, is defined by a set of points. Set of skill parameters denoted , consists . Finally, corresponding joint motions are also parameterized on the set . Starting from the assertion that examples are properly selected and generated, the procedure of SA is further elaborated. Basically, it is a procedure of successive least-squares fitting of the approximant's coefficients on the set . Polynomial least-squares approximation on a natural basis is used.
We will start our discussion on the arbitrary joint trajectory obtained by RR given the . The SA procedure starts with normalization in time. Real time is replaced by normalized time on the interval . This gives a normalized representation of joint trajectories (7) where is the number of robot joints. From now on, we drop out index , knowing that following procedure is identical for each joint. At this time, we do not apply any parameterization neither to nor to . Normalized trajectories are approximated by a polynomial of th order [49] ( 8) where coefficients , minimize the norm (9) in the sense of the least squares. Arranged coefficients give the vector . Note that, by substitution of a large number of points that define the trajectory with coefficients of fitting polynomial, (8), leads to notable reduction of the model size. Now, we proceed with the first parameterization of the task that results in a family of workspace trajectories. It is defined by the first skill parameter denoted that takes discrete equidistant values. It is defined as (10) where is an index variable corresponding to the values of SP . The limits along with associated motion primitive define the boundaries of learning domain in workspace. Variation of skill parameter gives workspace trajectories. Redundancy resolution technique applied on these trajectories results in set of learning examples , where left superscript denotes both, index and value of the associated SP. Parameterized learning examples , are function of the skill parameter. Suppose that this function is shown in Fig. 3 .
Application of the fitting procedure, (7)- (9), on each learning example,
, yields an array of coefficient matrices . Let us rearrange the matrices in the following way. A new coefficient matrix of higher dimension is formed so that the new dimension corresponds to index variable (11) Left superscript , denotes that matrix contains fitting coefficients for the entire set of values of skill parameter . Naturally, different examples give different fitting coefficients , which also depend on the skill parameter value. The matrix , given by (11), contains in corresponding rows the information of how the parameterization of the elementary trajectory affects the coefficients of the approximating polynomial. The th row contains variation of the coefficient in terms of the skill parameter's value. It is denoted by circles in Fig. 4 . This variation can be fitted by a polynomial of th order, taking SP as independent variable (12) The polynomial is shown in Fig. 4 , as a solid line. Coefficients minimize the norm (13) in the least squares sense. There are such polynomials and norms, one per row of the matrix . Solution coefficients are arranged in the matrix (14) where denotes the approximation in time and the approximation over the first SP. Note that the size of matrix , is considerably smaller that the size of the preceding matrix (11) . The matrix represents RR skill along trajectories modified by SP for one joint of the robot. As such, it can be used for RR for the arbitrary value of SP . At this point one-dimensional (1-D) skill is completely modeled on the chosen elementary trajectory. The proposed SA procedure enables easy grafting of new dimensions, i.e., new skills that transform elementary trajectories in a different way. Of particular interest is composition of elementary skills in a new skill, denoted by , discussed in [26] .
A grafting procedure of the second SP denoted by , which gives the skill will be elaborated. SP takes discrete values on the interval and it is defined by (15) where is the total number of distinct values of skill parameter . The limits along with associated motion primitive define the boundaries of learning domain in workspace. Now, for each value of skill parameter , repetition of the procedure given by (7)- (14) yields an array of coefficient matrices, organized as (16) where the new dimension contains data of the repeated procedure. Again, coefficients vary with variation of index and value of skill parameter . This variation for an arbitrary is depicted by squares in Fig. 5 . Discrete points in Fig. 5 are fitted by a polynomial of th order, taking skill parameter as independent variable (17) where coefficients minimize the norms (18) in the least squares sense. It is clear that there are such polynomials and norms, one per each coefficient . Resulting coefficients are organized in the matrix (19) The matrix represents RR skill along trajectories parameterized by arbitrary combination of skill parameters and , i.e.,
. Model (19) , represents continual approximation of the discrete set of learning examples. Again, its size is much smaller than the size of preceding matrix which is , as given in (16) .
The approximation procedure given by (7)- (19) can be further generalized. For the th dimensional skill, the skill model is given by a dimensional array of coefficients (20) The grafting of a -th SP by an approximation procedure like in (7)- (19), gives an array of matrices , given by (20) . Elements with the same indices in matrices are fitted by a polynomial of th order. Resulting coefficients are organized in the matrix (21) The matrix of coefficients represents RR skill of one joint of the robot along the elemental trajectory , modified by a combination of skill parameters . The grafting procedure of a new skill parameter results in a linear increase of skill size. It could be understood as an upgrade of the old skill, i.e., model with a new one by modeling a new variation of the task. Such a procedure in humans destroys the old skill by rule [16] . However, new skill, augmented with another SP, sustains the performance of the old task, covering the new variation of the task at the same time.
Redundancy resolution skill gained by SA procedure, model given by (21) , features several useful properties. The size of the model is directly proportional to the degree of the polynomials used in approximations and the number of skill parameters. Two main factors that determine the degrees are the size of workspace covered by the skill and the complexity of the primitive. Generally, the size of the skill is much smaller than the size of examples used in skill learning, . Hence, the first benefit of the SA procedure in skill learning is enormous rate of model compression. Second, such a skill upgrades easily with a new task variation defined by new skill parameter. The dimensionality of the model is augmented with every new SP describing additional task variations. Accommodation to new task variations do not degrades performance in previously learned variations of the task. Third, by virtue of polynomials as approximants, the SA-based RR skill provides not only interpolation but also extrapolation [27] of examples outside of tiles in workspace. Fourth, SA-based redundancy resolution requires only summation and multiplication, due to polynomials as approximants. Polynomials as approximate solutions of joint motions enables control of redundant robot even in the case of low-cost joint micro controllers without dedicated arithmetic unit, still maintaining fast and accurate control. Therefore, this procedure is particularly suitable for highly redundant robots. Also, this approach is easily portable to existing control hardware of industrial robots, typically equipped with micro controllers of moderate numeric capabilities. Fifth, robustness on initial position errors discussed in [27] overcomes errors in the robot posture. This means that the trajectory learned in one part of the workspace could be reproduced in close part of the workspace, using the same solution set, without significant distortion. Sixth, SA-based RR results in an analytic function of joint trajectories. Hence, joint velocities and accelerations are easily available. From a user's point of view the power of the method reflects in the fact that complexity of trajectory generation does not depend on the complexity of RR applied in learning procedure. And more, the control system augmented with such a skill enables robot programming without actual knowledge of exactly how redundancy should be resolved. The majority of SA-based skill properties (fast reply, reduced model size, parametric representation, generalization of examples, possibility of upgrade) are evidenced in human internal models, as discussed in Section II. Note that the skill given by (14) , (19)- (21) determines the motion of a single joint. Simultaneous addressing of these joint models produces desirable tip motion. This fact significantly facilitates parallel processing of RR. The main processor will handle planning and selection of skill and associated skill parameters. Then, it downloads model in the form of coefficients
, and values of skill parameters to joint controllers.
The off-line, batch nature of the SA procedure, as proposed in the paper, should be augmented by tuning algorithm. The differences should be found in least squares, now recursive least squares, and in organization of the SA procedure, regarding the skill parameter associated to new example. In real-time, if recurring of the SA procedure is achieved, various learning algorithms can be applied, such as gradient descent [99] , distal supervised learning [57] or reinforcement learning [44] , depending on the adopted criterion. For example, we can guide process of examples selection steering the modeling error to desired limit. Or, the model can be refreshed with some new examples emerged due to change in robot's environment. However, the topic of the paper is representation tool and we will not discuss other issues.
We point out the universality of the SA procedure for approximation. Instead of the joint trajectories we could take a control signals regarding the task. The task variation defines a family of control signals that can be compiled by the SA procedure. For example, trajectories in material handling task can be varied to response to change of pick-up position. The control signals of each drive can be computed or measured for a set of possible trajectories that, compiled by the SA-procedure, give a skill of the robot in this particular task. However, kinematic problems such as redundancy resolution are particularly suitable framework for use of the SA procedure for skill representation. One such task will be presented in next section of the paper.
V. EXAMPLE
The key issue discussed in this paper, RR skill representation by SA procedure, will be evaluated. The motion primitive is chosen among conventional ones, embedded in standard industrial languages for robot control. To cover arbitrary trajectories, a set of parameters from affine transformations set is chosen. Parameterization of motion primitives with associated temporal interpretation results in parameterized set of elementary trajectories. Redundancy of a specific robot along parameterized examples is resolved on the basis of standard procedures. Learning examples are parameterized joint motions. The example is divided into two subsections. The first one deals with example preprocessing and SA-based skill modeling of redundancy resolution, i.e., RR skill learning, and the second one evaluates skill quality, its properties and discuss its applicability.
A. RR Skill Learning: A Case Study
Consider a redundant, planar, five DoF robot, with the first three revolute joints, and the last two prismatic and perpendicular, as shown in Fig. 6 . Initial posture of the robot is , and the initial tip position is . We take an ellipse, a closed, second order planar curve, for motion primitive. The equation of the motion primitive in workspace is (22) As skill parameters, we choose translation, scaling and their combination. Scaling affects the direction of and axes ( and ), and translation is performed along axis . In such a way, all of the examples share the same starting point depicted in Fig. 6 . The SPs are and (23) They are defined on the interval (24) as linear discrete functions (25) with the increment defined by (26) where is the number of learning examples according to the SP . The set of skill parameters, assigned to the motion primitive (22) , results in a family of similar motion primitives with parameterized representation given by: (27) with functional coefficients defined as (28) Skill parameters, given by (23)- (26) transform both axes of the , and , as well as the position of its center along the axis. They result in ways of modification of the , scaled along both axes, and translated only along the axis. Thus, the smallest example is a circle of 0.1 m radius, and the largest example is a circle of 0.3 m radius. All of the training examples shape a learning domain shown by the shaded region in Fig. 6 . The number of learning examples should be chosen on the basis of two counter facts: maximize the number of examples to capture true inverse kinematics function, and minimize their number to reduce learning efforts. Note that due to the SA procedure, skill size is insensitive to the number of learning examples.
Geometric representation of parameterized motion primitives, (27) , (28), comes along with path function that determines velocity profile. Throughout this example, we choose a duration time of s, and sampling time of 0.01 s, which gives 600 points along the trajectory. Assuming the path function known and invertible we can obtain constant velocity profile in the aim of unified approximation along the path.
Typically, application of redundant robots gives more quality to the motions. Let us assume that the task is augmented by joint limits criterion imposed to the last two, prismatic joints, as well as a cyclicity criterion. An expert solution that satisfies joint limits and cyclicity criteria can be defined as (29) where is weighted pseudoinverse of Jacobian matrix and is symmetrical positively definite weighting matrix [21] . The inverse kinematics solution consists of two parts: particular and homogeneous one. The particular one minimizes the weighted Euclidean norm . The homogeneous part corresponds to self motions of the inverse kinematics solution. The particular choice of weighted matrix is given by (30) which allows RR within specified joint limits. Constant factors in distribute joint movements equally. The potential function is defined as (31) and corresponding joint limits are (32) The gradient of the potential function imposes joint limits on the last two joints. The homogenous solution in (29) is intended to establish cyclic joint motions along cyclic motion primitive. The potential function in (29) defined by [101] ( 33) and the time-depending factor for for (34) invoke the cyclicity criterion during the last 25% of the movement. In such a way, joints are forced to return to the initial position only at the end of the movement. Application of this procedure for RR yields smooth functions for each of joint motions , as in (7). Note that the optimization (29) used for RR is rather time consuming. In floating point operations (flops), it takes approximately 3200 flops to solve redundancy in one point of the path. This is not an optimal result, due to complex procedures of Jacobian computation typical for its pseudoinverse. It could be further optimized, regarding the robot and specific task. Since we take skill as a function approximator that generalizes already resolved joint motions, of great importance is that these motions are computed accurately. So, in this example, we prefer slower but more accurate RR algorithm.
The first step of the SA procedure is preprocessing of joint trajectories, by normalization to the range, resulting in the set . The mean-squared error (MSE) of the first approximation reduces below , with polynomials , (11), of order with coefficients . This relatively large degree of polynomial results in attenuated change of coefficients during the next step of SA. Besides minimizing the approximation error, of has another purpose: to force the approximant to pass through initial and terminal points. In the second step of SA procedure we normalize the skill parameter to the range. Then, we apply polynomials , of order , with coefficients , (14) , keeping the MSE of approximation below for all of them. The third step of SA procedure is now easily performed by fitting polynomials , (19) , of order with coefficients , on a normalized range of combined SPs . The procedure above is done for each joint. Finally, RR skill along scaled and translated ellipses is represented by (35) functional coefficients, per joint, resulting in only 32.34 kbytes for the whole robot. Practically, the size of the skill is a function of the degree of the polynomials used in SA procedure, only.
On the contrary, the complexity of RR used in skill learning the number of points defining the path, and the number of examples does not influence the size of the skill.
At this point, learning of RR skill ends. It is a 2-D skill for the robot along scaled and translated ellipse. Such a skill is massively condensed in comparison to the examples set. The SA procedure interpolates the discrete set of examples. Because of the polynomial applied in the approximation procedure, it offers fast calculation of RR, in contrast to the procedure used for example generation, which requires computation of Jacobian with transcendental terms, two potential functions and matrix pseudoinverse. However, the quality of the RR obtained in such a way must be further evaluated.
B. Evaluation and Application of Redundancy Resolution Skill
In order to evaluate generalization of the SA-based RR skill, it is cross-evaluated on a different number of learning examples
. From the sparse set of , via to the largest set of examples. Though resulting in the same model size, we should be aware of the increased computational efforts required as the number of learning examples grows.
As a workspace quality criterion of RR, we define a normalized maximum error (NME) % (36) where and , are workspace errors and where the SA index stands for motion resolved by SA-based skill, and points out desired motions. Normalization by ellipse diameters in (36) , treats errors on different ellipses equally.
Cross-evaluation of skill quality was performed by comparing the mean of all of the NMEs they have produced on equally spaced test-ellipses, not included in skill learning. The mean of the NME, within learning domain (shaded column), for different number of learning examples, are given in Table I .
Insignificant difference between means of NMEs shows that the SA-procedure used in skill based RR is insensitive to the number of learning examples and captures the approximated inverse kinematics function well. Slight increase in NME with increase of number of learning examples indicates the potential overgeneralization, typical for all of global FAs. Therefore, the choice of the sparse set of examples is justified. Interpolation quality of RR skill is shown in Fig. 7 . Obviously, the NMEs are below 0.02%, which points out the exceptional accuracy in RR. Note that the increase of SP , i.e., ellipse diameter along axis, leads to larger NME. The larger errors on ellipses which are closer to the workspace limit are explained by the fact that the SA-based RR keeps the tip within the workspace, intentionally increasing the workspace error, which is implicitly contained in generated examples due to optimization in the last two joints.
Extrapolation quality of SA-based RR skill is another important issue to focus on. The quality of the RR skill has been tested outside the learning range. Precisely, on the lower range (37) and the upper range (38) test-ellipses are chosen for cross-evaluation. Mean of NMEs for different number of training examples above and below learning domain are given in Table I . Note that RR skill quality does not depend on the number of learning examples. Again, the choice of the smallest set of examples in skill acquisition is justified.
Graphic representation of NMEs of the RR skill acquired on examples is given in Fig. 8(a) for the lower range and in Fig. 8(b) for the upper range. Smooth variations of NMEs enable reliable choice of the extreme of SPs still usable in the case. In both ranges of extrapolation the change of SP do not influence the NME. The SP leading to the vicinity of the workspace limit is a critical one.
The notably larger NME is for the case of small test-ellipses. It is a result of synergy acquired by RR skill and evidenced in the vicinity of the workspace limit. Though not elaborated specifically during the skill learning, skill-based RR with SA procedure can resolve this problem without substantial decrease in quality. Behavior of skill-based RR beyond outer singularity will be elaborated later in this section.
In addition, a suitable benchmark of the skill quality and the example of the skill application is given. We have considered workspace and joint space errors on four test-ellipses similar to (Fig. 6 ). They are defined by values of the SPs, given in Table II. Values are given to the skill parameters in such a way that and have one of its diameters outside of the learning domain. The trajectory is outside the learning area for 50% beyond the maximum value of SP used in the learning procedure. Only the trajectory completely belongs to the learning domain, i.e., its both diameters are within the domain. These trajectories in the plane are shown in Fig. 9 . The dashed line represents the desired test trajectories and the solid line represents the case of SA-based RR. However, very good approximation overlaps the two lines in all four cases. So, we will evaluate workspace errors over the time.
For the first three test trajectories of Table III , the tracking errors are below 0.1 mm per axis, Fig. 10 . For even better insight we consider joint tracking errors, shown in Fig. 11 . Errors As an illustration of the nature of the skill output based on SA, besides graphic representation, we point out an analytic solution in the form of a matrix of the coefficients of polynomial , given in Table III, in the case of a  test-circle from Table II   (39) Coefficients , i.e., polynomial representation of joint motions are given in the Table III . Coefficients variation point out a uniform approximation quality for the joints. The number of flops necessary for computation of SA-based RR in the test circle (39) , are computed as a sum of flops necessary for determining the coefficients , given the SP set (2016 flops), and number of flops for tabulation for single point of the path (138 flops). In total, for 600 points of the path, it is reduction of 13.89 times. This ratio of acceleration can be further reduced if we apply parallel processing in computing the skill output for each joint.
The problem of RR near the workspace limit, or outer singularities, is very intriguing for all of the model-based algorithms. By rule, such situations should be thoroughly examined to be sure that the model could handle "illogical" demands. Though not addressed in example generation, SA procedure of skill modeling "feels" the workspace limit and keeps realistic RR in the case of small overshoot of the workspace limit, which is given in Fig. 13 . However, extreme overshoot leads to "breakdown" of prismatic joints, overcoming joint limits. So, RR in vicinity of outer singularities should be carefully resolved in the skill learning procedure if we intend to build a skill competent in that part of the workspace.
It is reasonable to assume that the application of SA-based procedure in RR will embody different effects due to stochastic errors. Some of them are due to round-off error, and due to finite arithmetic precision of control hardware. These effects can be modeled by a noise added to the accurate values of coefficients representing the SA-based RR skill, or in Example, to the coefficients , (19) . Note that polynomials , of (17) that represent skill are of the fifth degree, made of six coefficients, for the given example. For the testing purpose, we choose the distortion of the coefficients for 20% from the accurate value, as the worst case. The robustness to the deviation of coefficient is tested on the circle given by (39) . By testing the workspace errors we noticed that the distortion of the constant term has the greatest influence to the performance. In fact, the results are distinguished between the three cases: no distortion of the constant term, increase of 20% of the constant term value, and its decrease of 20%. This leads to a conclusion that SA-based procedure is the most sensitive to the variation of constant term coefficient. Workspace errors with distorted coefficients of higher indices, one at a time, are depicted in Fig. 14 . Each trace depicts the error due to % change of only one of coefficients. The largest error corresponds to the variation of the coefficients of quadratic terms , and decreases with distortion of coefficients with larger indices . Therefore, we conclude that the influence of higher coefficients can be neglected if the maximum accuracy of RR is not of primary importance. In that case, the workspace errors that correspond to the neglected coefficients behave similarly to the case of distorted coefficients but the errors are twice larger. Maximum error corresponds to the case of only the first two coefficients taken. As the number of neglected coefficients decreases, the operation space error decreases, too. So, bearing in mind that we did not confine ourselves to any particular test-ellipse, we may conclude that SA-based RR is robust to the distortion of the coefficients that represent the skill, and approximation accuracy correlates to the degree of the polynomial used as approximants.
In conclusion, several important properties of SA-based RR skill will be revisited. The motion primitive chosen in this example, ellipse, is of academic nature, mostly. In specific tasks, such as palletizing, assembly, welding, etc. the paths will be more complex than ellipse. Such complex trajectories, task primitives, will be parameterized to cover all of the task variations, and RR could be attained by arbitrary complex optimization procedure. However, in the most general case, when the task is very diversified and unknown in advance, the motion planner will supply new points of the path, consecutively, during the motion. These points will be connected by parameterized segments and arcs, with previously learned RR embedded in skill, like human does [55] , [103] . The problem that arises here is concatenation of the skills reply on the boundaries of tiles. Some discussion on this question could be found in [28] . Besides, very useful result of polynomial used, as basis function for approximation of joint motions is that approximation of joint velocities is achieved easily by analytic derivations [28] . Another property of the human skill, discussed in Section II and later, its analog-robot skill in Section IV, random addressing of the skill could significantly facilitate both, RR learning and on-line RR. Hereby, we point out a possibility of fragmental addressing of a portion of an ellipse-arc. It could be performed in arbitrary direction and with arbitrary velocity profile. This possibility leads to a conclusion that SA-procedure approximates not only an inverse kinematics function of parameterized paths, but captures inverse kinematics function within learning domain, or inverse kinematics behavior. An interesting example of this property could be found in [30] where the skill acquired on segments with one SP-rotation, enables faster and precise RR of the five DoF planar robot along complex that belongs the learning domain. All of the properties discussed above recommend SA-procedure as an excellent approximation tool applicable to parameterized tasks. The RR discussed here is by no means the only problem where the SA-procedure is applicable.
VI. CONCLUSION
The primary goal of this paper is elaboration of efficient and low-cost control of complex, redundant robots. Analogies from human motor control theories, which explain skill-based motion control of highly complex biological systems, are taken in the design of the robot controller. Based on these clues, a possibility of human-like robot behavior is enabled which can significantly improve human-robot cooperation. Therefore, a comprehensive review of model-based human motor control theories in redundancy resolution is given in Section II. The skill concept in robotics is thoroughly examined, particularly addressing the redundancy resolution problem and Function Approximators as skill representation tools. We take the skill in redundancy resolution problems as a generalization of learning examples obtained by an expert solving the redundancy. The skill is not intended to produce the best resolution of redundancy, neither to improve the accuracy of the solution used in examples generation, but to give a fast and efficient result. This fact enables improvement of autonomy, flexibility, and robustness to task variations, relieving the user from cumbersome redundancy resolution problems. In fact, the user only deals with path planning problems, while built-in skills autonomously resolve the redundancy in an expert-like way. The robot tasks are represented by a suitable set of primitives. In order to reduce the number of necessary primitives, we introduce a set of parameters that modify primitives. Each parameterized primitive comes along with resolved redundancy. Parameterized primitives and applied redundancy resolution method, result in parameterized joint motions. These parameterized joint motions are approximated by a universal, parametric, global approximation procedure, termed SA. This procedure is the major contribution of this paper. It is a modified least mean squares procedure of consecutive approximations of coefficients obtained from previous polynomial fittings. It is shown that the SA-procedure enables efficient means for capturing inverse kinematics behavior in the learning domain from a relatively small number of examples. This approximation procedure applied in skill representation is elaborated. It is shown how the SA-based skills compress learning examples and accelerate RR computation. The complexity of RR method used in generation of learning examples does not influence neither the size of the skill nor the time required for skill-based RR. An example with five DoF planar, redundant robot training in RR skill along parameterized ellipses is discussed. Changing radii and position along -axis parameterizes the ellipses. It clearly shows the benefits of SA-based skill representation. First, SA provides very good interpolation of examples, within 0.01% error measured by robot dimensions, in this particular case. In addition, the skill extrapolates examples more than one third beyond learning domain limits with 1% error at the tip achieved. Such quality of the skill is extracted from a rather small number of examples. The resulting joint motions representing the RR of the robot along ellipse are approximated by polynomials. Hence, simple basic derivative rules can be applied to obtain approximated joint velocities. The representation by SA is rather small in size, approximately 6.4 kbytes per joint, in the case study. Based on polynomials as basis functions, such a skill has fast replay, surpassing the solution used in learning example generation approximately more than one order of magnitude less flops, in the chosen task. Furthermore, SA-based RR skills are naturally suited to parallel processing of the joint motions. This fact can further accelerate the RR. By parallel processing of skills, the complexity of the robot, i.e., number of DoFs, insignificantly increases the computational time, which is not the case in conventional, centralized methods of RR. Two important properties of the SA-based RR skill are examined. First, robustness to round-off errors in SP values is evidenced. Even though 20% perturbation is added to the coefficients, no catastrophic behavior is evidenced in operational space. Next, we demonstrate that the RR skill acquired on a domain below working limits "feels" outer singularities, though not trained on them, keeping the robot away from the limit during the time the test-trajectory is out of workspace. After that, the robot continues to follow the trajectory. To conclude, SA-based representation of RR is particularly suitable to be implemented as an excellent real-time solution enabling fast and accurate RR computation, based on expert knowledge encapsulated in the skill. At the same time, leaning on redundancy resolution skills enables a robot programmer, who does not necessarily have to be an expert in redundancy resolution, to draw full benefit of the redundant robot.
